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Sams Publishing, 2002. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+
Customer Service! Summary: Learn C#, Microsoft's newest programming language from leading
expert, James Foxall. In twenty-four one hour lessons, readers new to C# can quickly learn the basics
of Windows programming through C#. James Foxall shares his favorite tips for learning the basics
of C# quickly, then focuses on the mechanics necessary to produce real-world applications. Filled
with stimulating descriptive and technically oriented information avoiding overly complex topics.
Sams Teach Yourself C# in 24 Hours provides readers with a light, but thorough introduction to C#
through 24 one-hour structured lessons. James Foxall moves beyond the pure syntax covered in
existing books, to guide readers step-by-step through a cohesive presentation of the basics of C#.
Foxall shows the reader how to apply this knowledge to real-world Windows programming tasks
using C#. Each chapter contains exercises that reinforce the lessons learned. Sidebars provide the
more experienced reader with tips to ease their migration from Visual Basic 6 and Visual C++ to C#.
James Foxall, MCSD, is Vice President of Tigerpaw Software, Inc. a Microsoft Certified Solution
Provider (MCSP) specializing in commercial database applications. He's an authority on
application...
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The book is fantastic and great. It is rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. Your way of life period will likely be change when you full reading this
publication.
-- Elija h K upha l-- Elija h K upha l

Most of these ebook is the ideal publication available. It really is rally fascinating throgh looking at period. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment of
reading through a created pdf.
-- Dr . Lilly Nola n-- Dr . Lilly Nola n
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